Metabolic regulation in bacterial continuous cultures: II.
The transient behavior of a continuous culture of Klebsiella pneumoniae with mixed feed of glucose and xylose arising from step-up and step-down in dilution rates and from a feed-switching experiment is presented. he organism gradually switches from simultaneous utilization of the substrates at low growth rates to preferred utilization of the faster substrate (i.e, supporting a higher growth rate) at high dilution rates. The metabolic lags following a step increase in dilution rate and a significant accumulation of the slower substrate during the transient period result from the effects of metabolic regulation. The cybernetic modeling approach that successfully described the foregoing situations with single-substrate feeds is employed to describe mixed substrate behavior. The parameters in the mixed-substrate (glucose and xylose) model are the same as those in the single-substrate models with the singular exception of the rate constant for the xylose growth enzyme synthesis. The reason for this discrepancy is discussed in detail. It appears that the constitutive rate of enzyme synthesis for growth on a given substrate may be related to the past history of the organism in regard to whether or not the organism has been exposed to the particular substrate. Thus, the results further demonstrate the ability of the framework to effectively describe metabolic regulation in batch, fedbatch, and continuous microbial cultures.